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‘Tourism which offers visitors the opportunity to develop their creative 
potential through active participation in courses and learning experiences, 
which are characteristic of the holiday destination where they are taken.’ 
 

 
Greg Richards  ;  Crispin Raymond  (2000) 
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Democratization of new technologies that convert the citizens in 
“prosumers”. 

Transition to the tourism adulthood:  from the tourist to the 

traveler. 

Creation of a NEW DEMAND 

Transfer from a consumer society to a system of value based on 
ethical and ecological principles, intangibles, know-how, 
permanent training, experiences and DIY trends. 



Virtual access to the market with Internet & e-platforms.  

Opportunity for a NEW OFFER 

Importance of the human creativity to create new 
“tourism experiences” from the intangible heritage or 
traditions.  

From a top-down to bottom-up system 



     

 

 

 
. 

From a bilateral “customer-supplier” relationship  

to a multi-directional 
one 

“Creative Tourism is a conversation,  
not a monologue” (Wurzburger, 2009). 



Destination among themselves:                                   NETWORKING > competition 

Travelers + Locals (gatekeepers)                                          CO-CREATION 

Local entities (public and private) : 
collaborations, alliances, partnerships                         DESTINATION BRANDING   
             

“The creative tourism is a form of networked tourism, which depends on the ability of 

producers and consumers to relate each other and to generate value from their encounters”                   
(Richards and Marques; 2012) 

3 new FORMS of relationships 



    How the recent change of paradigm within the tourist industry 
has to involve the local communities?  

 
The new demand for a tailored and more authentic tourism, 
contributes to the necessary participation of the citizenry 
(inclusive system).  

The local communities no longer act as intermediaries between 
the tourists and the destination’s heritage.  

They ARE the heritage. 

“The primary inputs are our individual talent or skill.” 
Howkins (“The Creative Economy”, 2001, revised in 2013)  



WHICH MEANS: …. ASSETS 

The creativity, as a universal attribute, offers a democratic access to the 
local communities, especially vulnerable groups. 

                    FROM                                                                        TO 
                    Low-skilled or                                                          Micro-entrepreneurship, SME,                     
                    low paying work places                                        project management  
                                                                                                         

+ self confidence as Creativity is a positive atribute  - (change the nature of relationships) 

+ direct income   
- obstacles of the bureaucracy thanks to the boom of new technologies 
+ social equity / social cohesion 
+ education & training 
+ professionalization (in all kind of environments)  
+ balance with family life 

The creative tourism, whose value is based on its entrepreneur's creativity, 
offers the whole local population, the opportunity to be involved into the 

tourism sector, through the management of their own (micro)-project.  



Creative route in Guatemala combining Mayan textile 

workshops, café tasting, chocolate cooking classes, 
photographic routes …  

#local communities  #indigenous   #youth   #women 

Costa Rica 
Learn Spanish participating in cultural and creative activities: 
cooking and dancing lesson, puppets creation, etc …  

#local communities   #indigenous   #youth   #women 

Give color to your steps, 5 Bogota , Colombia 

Design, sketch and paint your own espadrilles , explore your 
creativity and print it to an unique espadrilles , Your hosts are 
local craftsmen willing to  share their techniques and skill.  

#local communities  #indigenous  #youth  #women 



Creative Tourim Japan 
Workshops in farms, home cooking classes with women 
entrepreneur, traditional drum lessons with youth, … 

#local communities   #women  #youth 

Creative tourism in Thailand 
Creative workshops (ceramic, crafts, dances, etc … ). 

#local communities  #indigenous  #youth  #women 

Porto Alegre Turismo Criativo 
A wide array of workhops given by local craftmen and 
communities, to dicover the traditional “Gaucha” 
dances or music, the textile, the cooking, etc. 

 #local communities   #youth  #women  



 … workshops to demonstrate how to transform some of the herbs 
and flowers into essential oils, soap making and much more!          

 #local communities   #women 
 

Regina, (Easyfrascati) , Italy 

Istra Inspirit, Croatia 

Groups up to 50 students per year contribute in the organization 
of, at least two Istra Inspirit experiences. Teaching about best 
practices in tourism industry – Istra Inspirit as an example of 
cultural tourism product.  

#local communities   #youth  

Crikvenica, Croatia 
Educational interactive activities to involve local communities, 
specially children, students and seniors in culinary, art or historic 
workshops , traditionnal celebrations in for them to share and 
improve their knowledge and skills.  

#local communities   #youth  #senior 
 



CHALLENGES: 

To find a balanced partnership between the local communities and  the tourism 
companies in order to “package” the activity, while maintaining its authenticity  and 
settle a sustainable system for the local communities. 

An error would be to consider it as a recreational and associative activity in margin of the 
tourism offer which would certainly lead it to its permanent precariousness or disappearance.  

 Another risk would be the misuse of the creative tourism concept to sell standardized activities 
in a creative package (entrepreneurs trying to launch business through e-platforms.  

  STOP achieving short term high economic profits without investing in sustainability  

   = “Classic “ plans coming across. 

 

To realize how fast processes are changing when we still believe everything works 
according to our scales. 



Responsibility of the tourists to discuss their experiences and to support the local businesses.  

The tourism sector must generate richness, that must be returned improving society. 

 (Creative) Tourism offers paths to empowerment 

BEST PRACTICES: 

Responsibility of the “mediator” who is familiar with both sectors (the artistic/creative and the 
tourist one).  

 

Responsibility of the (Creative) tourism sector to involve, train and professionalize the local 
communities. 



CONCLUSION 
NEW paths to empowerment 

No hierarchical structure  

Access for the whole society to launch their own projects, 
based on personnal skills, creativity and entrepreneurship.   

No leader(ship) 

b. A special area of demand for a product or service. 

 NEW paradigm: segmentation, niches  

Redefinition of the society’s values  

to give (someone) the authority or power to do something. 

Empowerment Leadership 

To Empower ……. 

a. A situation or activity specially suited to a person's 
interests, abilities, or nature: found one’s niche in life. 

A Niche .…………...  



“Creative Tourism is a projection of a new tourism in 
which natural, cultural and personal resources are not 
manipulated and exploited but valued and enriched"                                                       

 

(Jelincic and Zuvela, 2012). 

go back to origins, artisans, direct contact with people:  

to “the industry of emotions” 
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Merci!  
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